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Abstract

The ability to understand written text is critical in many daily activities. Much

research has focused on the importance of goal structures and goal inferences in text

comprehension, but there has been little work in understanding how this information is

stored in a reader's memory representation of a text. The present study examines a

reader's memory representation of the goals of multiple narrative characters during

routine text comprehension. Specifically, I have underlaken an examination of how two

characters who have a goal in common, but are unrelated, are represented by readers

(Experiment l) and how subtle changes in goal relations between characters affect a

reader's memory representation (Experiment 2). Participants were presented with sets of

sentences designed to convey different goal relations, and the participant,s memory

representation for character goals were tested with a modified fan-effect procedure. It

was found that readers associate goals with the individual character attempting to

achieve them, even when both characters superficially have a goal i¡ common. In

addition, it was found that readers were sensitive to differences in character goal

relations and represented these differences accordingly in memory. A discussion of the

results is presented with reference to the ACT-R (Anderson &.Lebiere,199g) cognitive

architecture. This study is reflective of theories that conceive of the situation model as a

quantifiable representation of information extracted by readers during text

comprehension.
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Introduction

The ability to understand text is essential in people's performance of many daily

tasks. Whether for recreation, study, or personal comespondence, text comprehension is

required for most modem activities. Understandably, text comprehension has received

great attention within the field of psychology and a number of things are known about

how text comprehension is achieved by normal readers. It has been shown that there are

two critical sources of information in narrative comprehension. The first, and most

apparent, source of information is that which is directly stated in the text. The second

source of information, the reader's general knowledge, is also of great importance.

consider the following excerpt adapted from Sharkey and Bower (19g7):

(1) a. Harry spent yesterday evening rummaging through garbage cans.

b. He has always worked hard and eamed good money.

The reader of this text encounters an apparent contradiction. Someone who

always works hard and earns good money should have no need for going through other

people's garbage cans. To make sense of a passage, readers access their world

knowledge. For example, a reader might postulate that Harry has been fired from work.

Suppose the previous example had been folrowed by the sentence:

(1) c. Hany is a private eye.

With the new information of sentence ( I c), the passage now makes sense. By

accessing our knowledge of the nature of a private detective's job. such as snooping

tlrrough garbage, Hatry's initially bizarre behaviour suddenly seerns quite ratio¡al. By

combining world knowledge with information directly stated in the text, the reader
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creates a coherent representation ofthe ideas that the author ofthe text intends to convey.

The reader's knowledge about underlying causal structure of a message

particularly aids in constructing a coherent representation of the text, and plays a crucial

role in overall text comprehension (Schank & Abelson , 1977;van Dijk & Kintsch, 19S3).

The goals, plans, and intentions of human actors within narratives play a predominant

role in this regard, and as such have received much attention in the literature (van Dijk &

Kintsch, 1983).

consider this briefpassage adapted from Suh and rrabasso (1993):

(2) a. One day, Jimmy saw his friend, Tom, riding a new bike.

b. Jimmy wanted to have a new toy.

c. He went to a deparlment store.

d. He found a nice bike.

e. He bought the bike.

Example (2) demonstrates a simple goal structure involving Jimmy's goal of

having a new toy. Sentence (2b) contains Jimmy's original goal. This goal motivates

Jimmy's later actions expressed in sentences (2c) and (2d),as he attempts to satisfli his

goal. In the final sentence (2e), Jimmy's goal of wanting a new toy is satisfied. The

extracted causal structure provides a frame of reference for interpreting subsequent text

information. Any new information that is presented is understood and related to the

overall causal structure of the text (Lutz & Radvansky,1997; Suh & Trabasso, 1g93).

This thesis focuses on readers' sensitivity to goal-related text information, and

how this information is represented when readers are constructing coherent
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representations of texts. Specifically, the way in which the goals of protagonists are

represented by readers is studied, using a procedure of Sharkey and Bower (1987).

In the first part of this thesis, cause and goal representation will be examined,

highlighting causal inferences. A discussion of causality is of concern because cause is

often broadly defined to include relations of rnotivational as well as physical causes

(Trabasso, van den Broek, & Suh, 1989). According to these analyses, a character's

intentional actions are considered to be caused by the goals and motives that instigated

them. A specific class of causal inferences, termed goal inferences, will be examined in

that section, and relevant empirical evidence will be offered. Next, an examination of

previous research examining how goals may be represented by readers during routine

comprehension will be offered. A reader's memory organization of the situation model,

and goal organization specifically, will be the focus of this section. Finally, two

experiments that were conducted will be presented. Hypotheses about how goal

information is extracted and stored by readers will be provided, with specific reference to

the ACT-R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) cognitive model.



Cause and Goal Representation in Text

Understanding a text depends on the reader's ability to draw causal inferences.

Comprehension is often viewed as a problem-solving process, an aspect of which is

readers' inferences regarding the described ideas, states, and events (O'Brien & Myers,

1987; Schank & Abelson,1977). Furthermore, it has been shown that the coherence of a

text is associated with a representation of the causal structure of that text (Trabasso &

van den Broek, 1985)' The representation of causal information can include what is

termed causal substructures. Within these substructures, clauses that make up a causally

related passage can be represented as settings, events, goals, actions, outcomes, and

reactions. All of the clauses are related to one another by enabling, psychological,

nrotivational, and physical cause relations (Kintsch, 1974;Trabasso et al., 19g9). This

section will begin with a discussion of causal inferences in general, including an

examination of some of the relevant empirical evidence. Most impoftantly, this section

will end with a discussion of how causal representation can include goals.

An individual's ability to represent text meaning is a critical aspect of text

comprehension. Theorists have distinguished among th¡ee different levels of

representation that readers construct during normal comprehension (Kintsch, 198g; van

DÜk & Kintsch, 1983). First, the surface level represents the exact wording a¡d

grammatical construction of the text. Second, the textbase representation contains the

semantic content in the fomr of a network of propositions (Kintsch, lg74). In some

circumstances, the textbase may also contain a limited number of inferences that are



necessary to maintain the coherence of the passage (Haviland & Clark, 1g74). The third

level is a representation of the situation to which the text refers. Van Dijk and Kintsch

(1983) described the "situation model" as consisting of representations of the people,

actions, settings, and events that are both explicitly stated and implied in the text. It can

also be thought of as a dynamic system, integrating each new sentence into the

representation as it is encountered.

Causal Inferences

In certain circumstances, for a reader to comprehend fully a written passage, an

inference may be needed to connect the current text event with information previously

presented in the text. Due to working memory capacity constraints, it would be

impossible for a reader to maintain all relevant text information simultaneously. This

section focuses on how the generation of causal inferences may, at times, be necessary to

maintain text comprehension.

A coherent text can be described as one that is clear and can easily be

comprehended by readers. A text is considered coherent when the information presented

is well connected and related (Kintsch &. vanDijk, 1978). One way that readers maintain

coherence is by drawing text inferences. A text inference is information generated by the

reader that is not explicitly stated in the text. Text inferences are often based on world

knowledge. Consider the sentence, The wine bottle tipped. Readers might infer that the

wine spilled (Singer, 1990, p. 168). Suppose that the sentence, The carpet was ruined,

followed in a passage. When readers are presented with information that the carpet was

ruined, inferring that the wine spilled adds to the coherence of the text. Inferences can
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provide connections between explicit text ideas, and so crari$r meaning. A specific class

of inferences, termed goal-related inferences, can provide connections between the

actions or events and the known goals of the protagonists. In the Jimmy story, a likely

goal-related inference may be connecting Jimmy's purchasing a new bike (2e) with his

original goal of having a new toy (2b).

There is evidence that a reader first attempts to find a cause for actions and

events in text by searching the information that is contained in working memory (Bloom,

Fletcher, van den Broek, Reitz and Shapiro, 1990). consider the sequence, Jason

dropped the banana peel. Mark fell on his back. (van den Broek, 1990). Because no

direct relationship between these two sentences is specified in the text, the reader must

draw a connecting inference. This is an example of a local coherence break. The causal

inference that Mark must have stepped on the banana peel is a likely candidate to restore

coherence. The causal inference re-establishes local coherence and the reader can

continue processing subsequent sentences in the text.

Sometimes, a cause for a text event does not reside in working memory. Readers

may then engage in a search of long-term memory to understand the event. This process

can be described as an attempt to maintain qlobal coherence. Global coherence is

thought to be achieved through a connection of information at a high level of

representation (such as the situation model).

Consider the following example (Singer & Halldorson, 1996):



(3) a. Laurie left early for the birthday party.

b. She headed north on the freeway.

c. She exited at Antelope Drive.

d. She spent an hour shopping at the mall.

With sentences (3b) and (3c) intervening between sentences (3a) and (3d), it can

be assumed that any causal information provided in sentence (3a) is not held over in

working memory by the time sentence (3d) is read (Jarvella, 1g71). It can also be

assumed that, in order for a reader to fully understand the passage, a reason for the

protagonist's actions in sentence (3d) must be identified. The reader of the passage must

generate a motive inference (such as Laurie wants to buy a birthday present) to maintain

the causal coherence of the passage by linking the cause in sentence (3a) to the action in

sentence (3d).

Empirical evidence. There is much evidence that people construct causal

inferences when they comprehend narratives. This evidence derives from three

experimental measures: reading time, probe judgments, and question answering. This

thesis is primarily concerned with reading time and probe judgements. Converging

evidence obtained from these two procedures supporting the routine generation of causal

inferences during comprehension is described next.

When the causal relatedness of sentences has been experimentally manipulated,

reading time of certain critical sentences in nanatives has been shown to be affected

(Bloom et al., 1990; Fletcher et a1.,1990; Myers, Shinjo, & DufSr, 19g7). This

procedure illustrates that high causal relatedness between sentence pairs seems to



facilitate causal inferences, whereas low causal relatedness makes drawing such

inferences much more difficult. For example, consider the following sentences:

(4) a. Lucas punched his boss in the stomach. The next day he found a

pink slip in his locker.

b. Lucas was late for work for the third time. The next day he found

a pink slip in his locker.

c. Lucas had not yet finished his big assignment. The next day he

found a pink slip in his locker.

In the preceding example, sequence (4a) portrays high causality, sequence (4b)

poftrays medium causality and sequence (4c) portrays low causality. Myers et al. (19g7)

observed that as causality between sentences decreased, reading time for the critical

sentence (e.g., The next da)' he found a pink slip in his locker) increased. The results

indicate that processes that generate causal inferences are affected by differing levels of

causal relatedness. For example, a bridging inference in a highly causally related

sentence pair (4a) (e.g., Lucas was fired from his job because he assaulted his boss) is

easily generated. As the causal relatedness between sentence pairings declines,

comprehension difficulties arise, causing readers to require more time to fully

comprehend the second sentence.

In probe-judgement inference experiments, readers are interrupted during

normal reading by a stimulus (probe) and are required to respond. For example, a reader

might encounter sequence (5) (Klin & Myers, 1993):
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(5) a. The boys had played catch in the riving room with a baseball.

b- Dick found a broken lamp lying on the living room floor.

A number of intervening sentences would separate (5a) and (5b), and at the end

of the passage participants would be presented with a probe word to name aloud (such as

baseball). The probe word was representative of the intended causal relationship

between (5a) and (5b), such as the baseball hit the lamp and broke it. Klin and Myers

(1993), found that the probe word was named faster in an inference passage than in a

control passage (one where no causal relationship is intended). This procedure is thought

to assess directly the contents of a reader's memory representation for the text. Many

studies have shown that when probe words refer to causal information implied by the

text, judgements to the probe words are comparatively fast (Klin, 1995; Klin & Myers,

1993;Rizzella & O'Brien, 1996).

Taken together, these findings support the assefiion that readers are utilizing the

underlying causal relationships among ideas present in narrative text to construct a

coherent representation of that text. In the next section, a discussion of inferential

processes related specifically to goal information will be presented.

Goal Inferences

The type of causal inference that is the focus of this thesis is goal inference. Goal

inferences are often formed between propositions that represent focal actions or events

and the previously presented information about a protagonist's goals. Consider the

following example:
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Sam wanted to play for the NHL.

He tried out for the team, but did not make the cut.

He wanted to get better at the sport.

He practiced every day, and played whenever he could.

His hard work paid off, he became a great player.

He tried out again and easily made the NHL team.

In this example, readers are able to infer that Sam's goal to get better at the sporl

(6c) is caused or motivated by his failure to make the team (6b). Further connections

will be made between the result of Sam's practicing (6e) and his wanting to get better

(6c). A final inference connection will be established between the outcome (6f;, and

Sam's initial goal (6a). A graphical representation can be seen in Figure l.

Figre 1- lrbr¡crknq:resofaticncfg:al rdáicrs in.SarisNH_
tl€ard'-

In passage (6), the goals and actions of the protagonist are consistent with the

overall goal plan. Therefore, each subsequent goal, action, and result can be connected to

the preceding goal by means of inferences. It is easy to see that the cause for the

character's actions are motivated by trying to achieve the main goal. In sentence (6b),

Sam's main or superordinate goal of making the NHL fails, and the establishment of a

(6) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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subgoal takes place. In this case, Sam now has the goal of becoming a better hockey

player. When more than one unsatisfied goal is present in a passage, the reader evaluates

the protagonist's actions and attempts as being related to the most recent unsatislied

goal- This process leads to a hierarchy of unsatisfied goals (Suh & Trabasso, 19g3).

Each time a subgoal is satisfied, subsequent actions are evaluated with respect to the

prior goal in the hierarchy. This process of evaluation continues until all the goals of a

character are satisfied. A passage in which a subgoal fails, and the resulting goal

representation constructed by a reader, will be discussed shortly.

There is evidence that the monitoring of goal structures is very critical in

comprehending narratives. Even preschoolers have the ability to monitor goal structures,

and the efficiency of this monitoring is directly related to later comprehension tests

(Wenner, 2004). Two studies of readers' use of goal information during comprehension

will be presented next.

Empirical evidence. Suh and Trabasso (1993) examined specific conditions

under which goal information is inferred. They created texts that were thought to allow

or prevent goal inferences, based on the expectations generated from an analysis of

causal networks. For example, inference generation was thought to be dependent o¡

whether a subgoal or action directly fit the plan of a superordinate goal, and which goal

was the most recent unsatisfied one. Two sets of passages (goal failure and goal success)

were created describing a character's goals and the actions taken to achieve them (e.g.,

Jimmv wanted to have a new bike). In one type of passage, the first goal of the character

fails (e.g., His mother refused to bu)¡ him a bike). In the second type of passage, the first
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goal of the character succeeds (e.g., His mother bought him a bike). In both passage

types, the first goal is followed by a second goal (e.g., Jimm)¡ wanted to earn some

money). In the goal failure passages, this new subgoal can easily be related to Jimmy's

original goal of wanting a new bike through the formation of the goal inference Jimmy

wants to earn mone)¡ to bu)¡ a new bike. In the goal success passage, when readers

encounter Jimm)¡ wanted to eam some mone)¡, a different representation is expected.

Specifically, an inference relating the first goal to subsequent goals should not be drawn,

but rather a new superordinate goal should be created.

Suh and Trabasso's (1993) participants made a recognition judgement about a

probe phase that was relevant to the first goal (e.g., Jimmy wanted a new bike). They

found that participants responded more quickly to the probe in the goal failure passages

than in the goal success passages after reading sentences that were thought to promote a

goal inference back to the first goal (e.g., Jimmy wanted to have a new bike so Jimmy

wanted to earn some mone)¡).

Suh and Trabasso's (1993) results indicated that readers are accessing

superordinate goal information to comprehend the actions of a protagonist. Goal

inferences are generated between cument text events and the most recently unsatisfied

goal, and readers are striving to understand the actions and events of the narrative with

respect to the overall goal plan ofthe characters.

Richards and Singer (2001) investigated readers' sensitivity to more complex

goal structures. Nanatives described two characters' attempts to accomplish independent

subgoals in order to achieve a single superordinate goal. By manipulating the success of
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the one character's subgoal, an opportunity to assess whether readers were sensitive to

this complex goal structure was afforded. Passages first described the characters, joint

superordinate goal, such as meeting for lunch. Next, four sentences described one

character attempting to achieve one subgoal, such as catching a bus to get to the lunch.

The success of this subgoal was manipulated in the last sentence of this section. The

next four sentences described a second character attempting to achieve another subgoal

(e.g., finishing a report), which always succeeded. Critical to the experiment was the

next region, the target. The target did not mention any of the concepts of the first

subgoal, and was causally coherent with the second subgoal (e.g., At 12:30 pam entered

cDonald' Donald's was v to wait for

Singer (2001) found that reading times of the second sentence in the target region were

greater in the succeed condition than the fail condition of the passages. In addition, the

time needed to recognize a probe word representing the manipulated subgoal (e.g., BUS)

was shofter in the succeed condition than in the fail condition. These results were

interpreted to indicate that readers consolidate goal information at the target region in the

succeed condition, which involves the reinstatement of the first subgoal into working

memory. The results thus suggest that readers are sensitive to goal relations, even in the

absence of superficial overlap between critical regions of the namative.

Prior research has demonstrated the importance of both goal inferences and the

monitoring of goal structure when readers are comprehending text. However, the way in

which the reader represents goal information is still relatively uncertain. The next

section will examine some previous work concerned with how goals may be organized in
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a reader's memory.
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Memory Organization for Goals

The importance of goal structures and related goal inferences is well-documented

but there is much we do not know about memory representation of this information. A

fruitful paradigm for testing memory organization has been the fan effect. A fan effect

refers to the finding that, as the number of facts about a particular concept increases, the

time to retrieve a specific fact about that concept also increases (Ande rson, 1974). The

present section will first address previous work concerning a reader's organization of

information retrieved from situation models, but not specific to goals. Next, I will

examine research suggesting that goal organization is similar to the organization of other

aspects of the situation model, such as object-location facts. This section will end with a

proposal of experiments designed to assess how goal information may be organized by

readers during routine comprehension.

The idea that elements of the situation model are organized and stored in a

consistent and predictable manner by readers was presented by Radvansky (199g). He

used the fan effect paradigm to assess the organization of memory representations in

recognition tasks using either object-location facts or person/small-location facts.

Object-location facts were sentences such as: The payphone is in the cit)r hall, The

pa)¡phone is in the airport, The car dealership has the payphone. Person/small-location

sentences had the form: The banker is oúhç¡ryiluçssslarìd, The banker is at the desk,
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A fundamental difference is conceivable between the possible ways in which

readers can otganize the information presented in the study lists. Readers might organize

information in a manner that is most compatible with the learned facts. With object-

location facts Radvansky (i99s) speculated that there is only one plausible

organizational structure, namely an organization by location rather than object, this is

because it is unlikely a reader would represent an object moving from one location to

another. With person/small-location facts, Radvansky (1998) proposed there are two

possible organizational structures, by location or by person. For persor/small-location

facts, it is possible to conceive of a person moving from location to location, resulting in

a situation model based around each person. Alternatively, one can imagine a location

with multiple people cycling through it, resulting in a situation model based around each

location. Thus, there are two possible memory representations for the study list.

In Radvansky's (1998) study, with both object location and person/small-location

facts, the participants memorized a list of 18 facts, using a study-test procedure. The

facts were of the form "The object is in the location" or "The locationhas the object,

and "The p erson is in/at the location" or "In/at the location is the person " . Concepts

were combined to form study sentences in a way that there could be one to three

associations for both concepts. For example, an object-location fact may have the forms:

, The welcome mat is in the office building,

Participants judged whether test probes were

studied or nonstudied facts. A suitable test item for the object-location facts above could

be: The welcome mat is in the cocktail lounge, . A location-based organizafion of facts
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was observed for object-location facts, demonstrable by a strong fan effect present for the

multiple-location condition. Response times to a probe item that was associated with

multiple locations (e.g., the welcome matbeingin the cocktail lounge, ffice building and

high schoof were greater than response times to test items that were associated with a

only single-location. With person/small-location facts, a person-based organization was

observed in recognition. A fan effect was present for the single-location, but not the

multiple-location condition. Response times to a probe associated with numerous people

in a single location were larger than when a probe was associated with a single person in

multiple locations (e.g., the banker is in the ffice, the lounge and the vtitne5s stand).

The work of Radvansky illustrates two important things about how elements are

stored and retrieved from the situation model, and how one might go about testing this

organization. First, Radvansky (1998) has shown that the fanning paradigm is se¡sitive

enough to test various hypotheses about how information of the situation model may be

organized, and to distinguish between competing ideas. Second, that retrieval of

information from the stored situation model can be consistent with, and indicative of, the

manner in which the information is stored (for example, location versus object

organization).

'when 
taken as a whole, the work of Radvansky (199g) demonstrates the

plausibility of using the fan effect paradigm to test the organization of character goals

extracted by a reader during comprehension. However, Radvansky required participants

to memorize entire lists of facts to perfection, requiring a lengthy study phase.

Furthermore, Radvansky was not specifically dealing with a reader's monitoring and
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retrieval of goal structures. The next section will discuss a study that examined goal

structure specifically, and utilized a different experimental method.

Goal Organization

In a series of four experiments, Sharkey and Bower ( 1 9S7) tested a number of

notions about how goals and plans may be stored in memory. The first step taken was to

demonstrate that goals are stored as an associative structure, and that as such, goal

representation will display the fan effect when probed. To test this, participants were

presented with stimulus materials such as those found in Table 1:

Table 1

Experimental Items from Sharkey and Bower (1937)

One goal condition
1. GOAL1 : Heather wanted to: overcome her shyness.
2. ACTION: And so Heather took classes in sociar skills.

Three goal condition
3. GOAL1: Heather wanted to: overcome her shyness.
4. GOAL2: Heather wanted to: live very extravagantly.
5. GOAL3: Heather wanted to: have some time on her own.
6. ACTION: And so Heather took classes in social skills.

Participants were required to respond to a probe (e.g., And so Heather took classes in

social skills.) as either being consistent or inconsistent with one of the character's goals.

The mean response times can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figule 2. Mean RT in milliseconds for Sharkev and
Bower (1987), Experiment l.

Figure 2 displays a fan effect for the number of goals related to a character: The

response time to a probe systematically increased with the number of goals of that

character. This result is consistent with the idea that goals are represented in memory as

a specific structure, and is similar to the findings of Radvansky (199S) involving object-

location and person-small location facts.

However, it is rare for a narrative to have only a single character. The way i¡

which goals of multiple characters are monitored and stored by readers was explored in

another experiment (sharkey & Bower, 1987, Experiment 4). To accomplish this

Sharkey and Bower presented participants with materials describing two characters. The

first character had one goal, and the second character had two goals. By varying the
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number of goals associated to a single character, there was the opportunity to examine

whether goals are stored and retrieved based on character.

A pattern of results consistent with readers organizing the information presented

by character was observed in the mean decision times. There was a strong fan effect.

The mean response time for a two goal character probe (l S00 ms) was larger than for a

one goal character probe (1400 ms).

The findings of Sharkey and Bower (1987) offer some insight into the way goals

are organized when extracted by a reader; however, there are many unanswered

questions. The focus of the current experiments is to examine some of the more

complicated goal structures that readers of texts may face, and how the reader may

represent this information in memory. Narratives often contain multiple characters,

Ieading to an increase in the complexity of the goal representation the reader must

extract. Naffatives may also consist of multiple relations between the goals and

characters. For example, it is possible that two characters may superficially have the

same goal in common, but are seeking to satisfu it independently. During routine

comprehension, there may be a number of different goal relations, all of which must be

represented distinctly by the reader.
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Present Experiments

The first experiment was intended to serue two purposes. The first purpose was

to replicate the findings of Sharkey and Bower (1987), demonstrating that response times

to a probe related to a character with one goal will be lower than the response time to a

probe related to a character with two goals. consider example (7):

(7) a. Dianne wanted to go to the movies.

b. Beth wanted to throw a dinner party.

c. Beth wanted to go for a bike ride.

d. Probe: And so Dianne bought tickets.

e. Probe: And so Beth set the table.

In this instance, two characters are attempting to achieve three goals. All of the

goals are distinct, with no goals being common between the two characters. Response

time to a probe associated with the two goal character (7e) should be greater than

response time to a probe associated with the one goal character (7d). The presence of the

fan effect with this goal set would be comparable to the results of Sharkey and Bower

(1987, Experiment 4), and fulfill the first purpose of the proposed experiment.

The second pulpose of the experiment is to examine how goal information is

stored by readers when two characters happen to have a goal in common, but are

completely unrelated. Consider example (8):

(8) a. Dianne wanted to go to the movies.

b. Beth wanted to go to the movies.
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c. Beth wanted to go for a bike ride.

d. Probe: And so Diane bought tickets.

e. Probe: And so Beth bought tickets.

If a reader's memory representation associates each goal of the characters

separately, one would expect the response times to probes about the two goal character to

be the same regardless of whether the goal is distinct (7b) or in common with another

character(8b). That is, if readers are maintaining the common goal as separate for both

characters, the common goal is present ìn both character representations (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Thecrdical associative sb:ucture fq asharedgoal sgt in
Eperirrrnt 1.

A reader still associates two goals with the second character, and one goal with

the first character. A fan effect comparable to that anticipated in the distinct goal

example (7) should be observed.

In Experiment 1, the distinct one-goal character condition consisted of two

characters attempting to achieve three independent goals. An example of a complete
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experimental item in all conditions is provided in Appendix A.l. One character is

attempting to achieve one goal (e.g., Mar-y wanted to buy home insurance); the second

character is attempting to achieve two goals (e.g., Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball

game. Bonnie wanted to qet a flu shot). The probe item was associated with the goal of

the one-goal character (e.g., And so Mary chose the coverage). The distinct two-goal

character condition is similar to the distinct one-goal-character condition, with the

exception that agent names are rearanged so that the probe will now be refening to the

two-goal character. In the same-goal condition, it was again the case that one character

had one goal and the other character had two. However, one of the goals of the two-goal

character was the salne as the single goal of the one-goal character. The shared goal is

called the "common unshared goal".

In the same one-goal character condition, the probe targeted the common (and

only) goal of the one-goal character. In the same two-goal character condition, a similar

adjustment was made to the agent names as was done with the distinct goal conditions.

The probe now represented the common goal of the two-goal character. This resulted in

goal sets that could vary in both the goal structure (shared versus distinct) and number of

goals (one goal character versus two goal character).

Response time patterns should be indicative of an organization of goals in which

common unshared goals are represented separately in a reader's memory representations.

Measuring a fan effect in both the distinct and same goal set types would be consistent

with the previous work of Sharkey and Bower (1987), and with more general studies

examining the situation model of text representation.
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Experiment I

Method

Participants. Seventy-five University of Manitoba introductory psychology

students participated in this experiment. All of the participants were native speakers of

English, and received course credit for their participation. Each participant was tested in

a single session lasting approximately 40 minutes.

Materials. The materials were derived from a pool of 132 potential goals created

for this experiment. Each of the goals was associated with five actions consistent with

trying to achieve the goal. Three goals were randomly selected to be grouped together,

resulting in 44 sets of sentences. Probe items were randomly selected from the five

potential actiotls for each goal. Table 2 illustrates the materials in the distinct goal

condition:

Table2
Sample Distinct Goal Condition used in Experiment l.

Distinct One-Goal
1. Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
2. Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.
3. Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.
4. Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Distinct Two-Goal
5. Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.
6. Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
7. Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.
8. Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Each set consisted of four sentences, including three distinct goals i.t th. ¿irtl*,r
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condition and two goals (with one common between characters) in the same goal

condition, and a target probe. An example of the same goal condition can be seen in

Table 3:

Table 3

Sample Same Goal Condition used in Experiment 1.

Same One-Goal

Same Two-Goal

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.
Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Bonnie wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.
Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Item protagonist names were randomly selected from a list of common names

used in previous experiments (Richards & Singer, 2001). The names were randomly

assigned to the goal sets, with the restriction that they were assigned in same-sex pairs.

From these materials, four experimental lists were constructed. First, 24 goal

sets randomly chosen from the pool of 44 were designated as the experimental items. In

List 1 , one quarter of the 24 experimental items were randomly assigned to each of the

distinct one-goal, distinct two-goal, same one-goal, and same two-goal character

conditions. The goal sets were then randomly assigned to list position, subject to the

restriction that half of the experimental items in each condition appear in each half of the

list. In lists 2-4, the assignment of goal sets to condition was manipulated using aLatin-

square procedure resulting in a counterbalanced design across lists, with each goal set
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appearing once in each experimental condition.

The lists also included 16 false-response goal sets, created and assigned in

virtually the same manner as the experimental items from 20 goal sets remaining in the

pool. Probe items in this condition were randomly selected from other false goal sets.

This resulted in a pairing of goal sentences with a probe item to which the correct

response would be "no". The various false-response conditions were created in the same

manner as the experimental items. An example of a false-response goal set in all

conditions is provided in Appendix A.2. False-response goal sets were randomly

assigned to list position, subject to the restriction that half of the false-response goal sets

appear in each half of the list. The counterbalancing methods for the false-response goal

sets across the four lists was achieved using the same procedure as the experimental

items.

The four lists were preceded by four practice items created from the last four goal

sets remaining in the pool, in the same manner as both the experimental and false-

response goal sets. Two of the practice items had "yes" probe responses, and two had

"no" responses. The practice items were identical in all four lists. One of each of the

goal type and character type conditions appeared in the practice items.

Procedure. The data were collected with participant groups of one to four

students. Each participant was tested in a separate, dimly lit, closed room, at a station

consisting of a personal computer, keyboard , and amonitor. The monitor was positioned

with its screen 22 cm from the near edge of the participant's table. The experimental

events were programmed, and data were recorded, using the Micro Experimental
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Laboratory software (MEL; Schneider, 1988). Participants were given both written and

verbal instructions prior to beginning, and correct finger placement was demonstrated by

the experimenter. see Appendix 8.1 . for the instructions used.

Each experimental trial was initiated with a message indicating that the

participant press the space bar of the keyboard, which functioned as a,.ready,'k"y.

When the participant pressed the "ready" key, the first sentence of the goal set was

presented, beginning at row l3 column I of the monitor. The participant was instructed

to read the sentence to understand it, and then to press the "ready" key to view the next

sentence. The second sentence replaced the f,rrst on the screen. The participant read the

entire goal set in this self-paced way. If the participant did not respond in 10 s, the next

sentence was automatically presented.

After the three goal sentences were presented, there was an interval of I s. Next,

the message "Test Items" appeared on the screen for 3 s at row 13 column 1. Then a

f,rxation point appeared on the screen at row 13, column i, for 500 ms. Then the test

probe appeared. The participants answered "yes" or "no" as to whether the action was

consistent with a goal of one of the protagonists, using the "." and "x" keys, respectively.

Parlicipants were not be given feedback about their accuracy. If no response was made

within 10 s, an incomect response was credited. After a 3-s intertrial interval, the

message to press "teady" for more text initiated the next trial. There was a rest period of

40 s halfway through the list, disregarding practice items. At the end of the experiment

participants were told of the pu{pose of the study using the debriefing sheet shown in

Appendix 8.2.
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Results

Incorrect responses were disregarded. Only response times within 2.5 standard

deviations of the mean for each participant were subjected to the analysis. This resulted

in the elimination of 2.1o/o of the observations. Participants with an overall accuracy rate

of below 6TYowere also removed from the overall analysis, resulting in the elimination

of eleven participants. Therefore, the data were those of the remaining 64 participants.

Rcsp-onse Times - Experim one experimental item was removed

from the analysis due to an accuracy rate of below 50o/o. The experimental items had a

mean accuracy rate of 0.88 (S.D. : .14) and a mean response time of 3,156 ms (S.D. :

840.17). The response time data were submitted to an ANOVA alternatively treating

participants (F¡) and items (F2) as the random effect, in which goal structure (distinct

versus same) and number of goals (one goal character versus two goal character) were

within-participant factors. In the participants-random ANovA, list (l - 4), was a

between-participants variable. Effects involving the list variable will not be reported,

because it was not of theoretical interest. In the items-random ANOVA the verbal set

variable was entered into the analysis; but because it was also not of theoretical interest,

its effects will not be reported. A graphical representation of the data can be seen in

Figure 4:
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Figure 4. Mean response times (in ms) for
experimental items in E,xperiment l.

The rnain effect of number of goals was significant, F¡(1, 60) :6.23, MSE:

344,677, F2 0,19): 13.824, MSE: 89,496: Response times to one-goal character

probes were signif,rcantly lower than response times to two-goal character probes. The

main effect of goal structure was significiltt, F1 (1,60) :4.52, MSE:445,764, F2 0,lg)
: 9.42, MSE : 87,660, reflecting a 181 ms advantage in the same condition. Critically,

no interaction was found between number of goals and goal structure, Fr (1,60) < l,

MSE: 343,179, Fz 0,19) < 7, MSE: 58,127.

Planned comparisons were also conducted for the number of goals variable at

each level of goal structure. In the distinct-goal structure, the number-of-goals effect was

significant in the items-random analysis only, l71 (1,60) : 2.36, MSE : 462,284, p > .lO,

F2 (1 ,19) : 9 .37 , MSE : 91 ,270. In the same-goal structure, a significant effect of
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number of goals was detected, Fr (1,60):4.68, MSE :225,573, F20,19):7.46, MSE

: 56,473. For the complete analysis of variance, see Appendix E.1.

Errors - Experimental Items. ANOVAs were applied to the error data, using the

same designs as for the response time data. There was a main effect of goal structure, .F1

(1,60) :27 .58, MSE : 162, Fz (1,19) : 66.193, MSE : 24: The distinct condition had

significantly poorer performance (84%) than the same condition (92%). Because the

Same condition was both more accurate and faster, a speed-accuracy trade-off is ruled

out. No other effects were significant in the error data. The accuracy datacan be seen in

Table 4. For the complete ANOVA table, see Appendix E.2.

Table 4
Accuracy Rates for the Experimental Items of Experiment 1

Experimental ltems

Distinct One Goal 0.8s

Distinct Two Goal 0.82

Same One Goal 0.92

Same Two Goal 0.92

Reaction Times - False-Response Items. The overall mean response time to a

false probe was 3,818 (S.D. :1,076), and a mean accuracy rate of 0.84 (S.D. :0.19) (a

correct rejection of the probe item being consistent with any of the protagonist's goals).

The data were submitted to the same ANOVAs as the experimental items. The data can

be seen in Figure 5:
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The main effect of number of goals was significant, F1 (1, 60) : 4.30, MSE :

728,001, Fz (1, 12):6.60, MSE:178,608: Response time to the one-goal character

probes was slower (207 ms) than response time to the two-goal character probes. No

other effects reached significance. For a complete ANOVA table see Appendix F.1.

Planned comparisons for the number of goals variable at each level of goal

structure revealed a significant difference in the distinct-goal structure condition in the

items random analysis only, Fl (1,60) :1.71, MSE:837,031, p> .lO, F2 (l,lZ):5.g7,

MSE: 741,741. In the same-goal structure condition, a marginally significant effect

was found in the participants-random, and in the items-random analyses a significant
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effect was found, Fr (1,60) : 3.46, MSE : 492,45I, p : .07 , F2 (,I2): 4.90, MSE :

79,551.

Error Rates - False-Response Probes. There was a main effect of goal structure,

Fr (1,60) : 6.45, MSE : 298, F2 (1, 12) : 4.13, MSE : I 17: Accuracy rates in the

distinct condition was less than those in the same condition (81% vs. 880/o, respectively).

There were no other significant effects observed in the error data. The accuracy data can

be seen in Table 5. For the complete ANovA table see Appendix F.2.

Table 5

Accuracy Rates for the False-Response Items of Experiment I

False-Response Items

Distinct One Goal 0.83

Distinct Two Goal 0.79

Same One Goal 0.88

Same Two Goal 0.87

Discussion

Experiment 1 was intended to serve two purposes: To replicate previous findings

that goal structures extracted by readers can be tested using the fan effect, and to examine

how goal information is stored by the reader when two characters have a goal

superficially in common. The result that response time to a probe relating to a character

with one goal is faster than response time to a character with two goals, in the distinct

condition, demonstrates that goal structures can indeed be tested using the fan effect.

The second important result, an absence of a Number of Goals x Goal Structure
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interaction is indicative of a reader's memory representation organizing each goal

separately. If a reader represented goal information of the common goal together, one

would expect an interaction in which the fan effect related to the two goal character

would not be present in the same goal condition. One would expect this interaction

because response time to a single node in a reader's memory representation of the text

should not differ. The marginally significant finding that response times are faster in the

same conditions than in the distinct conditions is not surprising. Even though I argue

that readers represent the shared goal separately in both the same and distinct goal

passages, a benefit of having the shared goal repeated during experimental trials is

conceivable. This added benefit of repetition for the shared goal results in better

performance both in accuracy and in response times. An overall improvement in

accuracy in the same condition may be further enhanced because there are fewer goals to

compare a probe item to, regardless of how readers attribute goals to protagonists.

Similar to Sharkey and Bower (1987), data patterns for false response probes are

quite comparable to the data pattems from probes that were consistent with a

protagonist's goals. The main effect of number of goals is indicative of the same fan

effect that was observed in the experimental items, with a participant's response to one-

goal character probes being considerably faster than response time to two-goal character

probes. There is one considerable variation in the data obtained from the false response

probes and the experimental probes; there is no main effect of goal structure in the

response time data of the false-response probes. I speculate that, with the false-respotlse

probes, there would be no benefit to having a goal repeated in the same goal structure
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conditions, because the probe is not relevant to any of the presented goals. Additionally,

the effect ofpassage structure on accuracy is still accounted for because there continues

to be fewer goals presented in the same goal structure condition than in the distinct goal

structure condition. The important finding is that for neither the experimental nor false-

response items was the Passage Structure x Number of Goals interaction significant.

Therefore, the analysis of the false-response probe data suggests that when two

characters have a goal superficially in common, they are still represented as separate in a

reader's memory.

Most imporlantly, the combination of a main effect of number of goals, and an

absence of any Number of Goals x Goal Structure interaction, in both the experimental

and false-response data, allows for a further examination of how readers store goal

information in more complicated goal situations. These moïe complex goal structures

are the focus of Experiment 2.

Experiment 2

With the results of Experiment 1 turning out as expected, it is possible to

examine how subtle differences in goal organization affect a reader,s memory

representation. In many narratives, readers must also keep track of complex relations

between the goals of multiple protagonists. Consider the following familiar example:

(9) Jack and Jill went up the hill, to fetch a pail of water.

The readers of (9) fully understand that Jack and Jill are working together to

achieve the goal of fetching the pail of water. The memory representation that a reader

extracts during comprehension of sentence (9) must, in some substantive way, be
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different from when people read a slightly modified sentence pair:

(10) a. Jack went up the hill to ferch a pail of water.

b. Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of water.

The second experiment is intended to compare the memory representations of

goal sets in which characters have a goal in common, but are completely unrelated

(Experiment 1) and when two characters are working to achieve the same goal together.

When two characters are truly sharing a goal, one would expect a reader,s memory

representation of such a goal set to have a link between the common goal of both

characters (See Fig. 6).

TrialK

Figure 6. Theoretical associative structure for a

shared goal set in Experiment 2.

Method

Participants. The participants were 77 naive individuals from the same pool that

was sampled for Experiment l.

Materials. The materials were identical to those that were used in Experiment l,

with the exception that the shared goal in the same-goal structure passages was described
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in a single sentence (see Appendices C.1 and C.2). An example of a complete same-goal

condition experimental item can be seen in Table 6:

Table 6

Sample Same Goal Condition used in Experiment2.

Same One-Goal
l. Mary and Bonnie wanted to buy home insurance.
2. Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.
3. Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Same Two-Goal
4. Bonnie and Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
5. Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.
6. Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

This change in the materials was made to ensure that the collaborative nature of

the goal is noticed by the reader.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, with the

exception that participants were not given any instructions as to how to view goal

relations between characters (see Appendices D.1. and D.2. for instruction and debriefing

sheets used in Experiment 2).

Results

Inconect responses were disregarded. Only response times within 2.5 standard

deviations of the mean for each participant were subjected to the analysis. This resulted

in the elimination of 2.lo/o of the observations. Participants with an overall accuracy of

below 670/o werc removed from the analysis, resulting in the elimination of six

participants. Therefore, the data are based on the remaining 71 participants.

Response Time - Experimental Items. One experimental item was removed from
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the analysis due to an overall participant accuracy rate of below 50Yo (the same item that

was removed from Experiment 1 analyses';. The remaining experimental items had a

mean accuracy rate of 0.89 (S.D. :0.13). The overall mean response time was 3,038 ms

(s.D. : e18).

The response time data were submitted to ANOVA as was described in

Experiment i. A graphical illustration of the data can be seen in Figure 7.

A main effect of number of goals was found, Fr (1, 67):9.38, MSE:239,656,

Fz (r,19): 12.74, MSE: 60,149: Response times to one-goal character probes were

significantly faster than response times to two-goal character probes. No main effect of

goal structure was found, F | (1,67) < I, MSE : 30i 7 61, F2(1,1 9) < l, MSE : 7 3 360.

I The omitted iteln concerns playing tennis, apparently a sport university undergraduates are unfamiliar
with.
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No interaction was found between number of goals and goal structure, Ft (1,67) < l,

MSE:274 666, F2 (1,19) < l, MSE: 109 987 . For the complete ANOVA, see

Appendix G.1.

Planned comparisons revealed significant effects of number of goals in the

distinct-goal structure conditicn in both the participants and items random analyses, F¡

(1,67):5-57, MSE:284,545, F2(1,79):4.88, MSE:83,975. Marginally significant

eflects of number of goals were found in the same-goal structure condition, F1 0,67):

3.19, MSE :229,7J7,p: .08, Fz0,I9):4.15, MSE:86,260,p: .06.

Errot@TherewaSamaineffectofgoalstructure,F|(l,67)

: 15.72, MSE : 3,216, F2 (1,19) : t 5.02, MSE : 69: The distinct condition had

significantly poorer performance (86%) than the same condition (93%). No other effects

were significant in the error data. The accuracy data can be seen in Table 7. For the

complete ANOVA table, see Appendix G.2.

Table 7
Accuracy Rates for the Experimental ltems of Experiment 2

Experimental Items

Distinct One Goal 0.86

Distinct Two Goal 0.86

Same One Goal 0.94

Same Two Goal 0.91

Response Times - False-Response ltems. The mean response time for the false

response probes was 3,539 ms (S.D. : I 1 15), with an accuracy rate of 0.95 (S.D. : 0.19).
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The response time data can be seen in Figure 8:

Experiment 2

---+- Dist¡nct

-] - Same

One Goal Two G oal

Numbôf of Goals

Figure 8. Mean response tirnes (in ms) for
Ex riment 2 false-response probes.

tructure interaction,

Fr (1, 66) : 3.07, MSE : I 065 922, p : .09, F2 (1,I2): 3. 13, MSE : Il7 B7g, p : .10.

Response times to the two-goal character probes were lower in the same-goal condition

than in the distinct-goal structure. There was a significant effect of goal structure in the

items random analysis only, .F' (1,66) : 2.16, MSE :5g 1,3 16, p > .10, F2 (1,12) : 6.04,

MSE : 95 481, in which response time to the distinct condition was slower than response

time to the same-goal structure condition. There were no other significant effects. For a

complete ANOVA table see Appendix H.l.

Planned comparisons revealed marginally a significant effect by items, of number

of goals in the distinct-goal structure condition, F(\,66):2.46, MSE:4g5, g 12, p >

.10, F2(1 ,12): 3.36, MSE: r94 349, p: .09. No other significant effects were found,

.Fs<1.

There was a marginaìþiþñifcant N
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Error Data - False-Response ltems. The error data were consistent with the

response time data. There was a main effect of goal structure, Fr (1, 67¡:7.00, MSE: l

940,F20,12): 8.08, MSE: 54, with the same-goal structure associated with a higher

accuracy rate ( 87o/o vs. 82%o). There were no other significant effects found in the error

data. The accuracy data can be seen in Table 8. For a complete ANOVA table, see

Appendix H.2.

Table 8
Accuracy Rates for the False-Response Items of Experiment 2

False-Response Items

Distinct One Goal 0.82

Distinct Two Goal 0.81

Same One Goal 0.86

Same Two Goal 0.89

Discussion

Experiment 2 was designed to assess a reader's memory representation for goal

sets in which two characters share a goal, but attempt to satisfy it independently, and sets

in which two charactets are working together to achieve the same goal. Response times

for the experimental items showed little evidence of the interaction that would have been

consistent with the shared goal of two characters being represented as a single unit.

However, the false-response probe response times showed the predicted pattern of

results. Since previous research (Sharkey and Bower, lg87) has not demonstrated these

same differences between false-response and goal-consistent probes, the stimuli must be

examined. It was not hypothesized a priori, but the probe item itself lnay be having an
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impact on response times to the experimental items. More specifically, the mentioning

of an action consistent with only one of the character's goals in Experiment2, evenwhen

this goal is shared, may be conflicting with the participant's memory representation at

time of retrieval. when participants encounter a shared goal (e.g., Mary and Bonnie

wanted to buy home insurance), the goal may very well be represented as a single unit in

the participant's memory. However, when participants are later presented with a test

probe that features a single character (e.g., And so Mary chose the coverage), a direct

match between the target goal and probe is not possible, resulting in some sort of

interference.

Experiments I and 2 were not designed to directly assess any effect the probe

may have on assessing a reader's memory representation. However, both experiments

included a condition in which any interfering effect of the probe should be removed. The

false-response passages of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 use a probe that is not

related to the described character's goals, but they still reference a particular character.

Using the false-response probes, in the distinct condition, there is a fan effect of goals as

expected' When the characters are not collaborating on a goal, response times to the two

goal character probes are slower than response times to the one goal character probes. In

the same-goal condition this fan effect is completely eliminated: response times to the

one goal character and two goal character are approximately equal.

The presence of a main effect of goal structure in the error data is consistent with

the previous conclusion that accuracy in the same condition is improved because there

are fewer goals overall. Accuracy is significantly improved (88% vs.82yo) when there
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are only two goals to monitor.

The overall pattern of data is consistent with the theory that participants are

representing the truly shared goal as a single unit in memory. It is speculated that some

sort of interference between the probe and the goal sentences used in Experiment 2

resulted in an unexpected pattern ofdata. In the false-response data, the interference

effect due to the mismatch between the probe sentence and target goal is eliminated,

resulting in response times that are reflective of the conjunctive nature of the shared goal.

The results of Experiment I demonstrate that a reader's representation of the

goals of two characters can be tested using the fan-effect. This conclusion also has

implications for how the situation model should be conceived. Some researchers view

the situation model as more abstract, and less predictable than other levels of text

representation. This view is somewhat understandable, as it is known that a large part of

what a reader incorporates into the situation model is world knowledge. The curent

research, in contrast, demonstrates that at least certain aspects of the situation model,

such as goal organization, are both quantifiable and predictable.

Experiment 1 data also displays a pattern that is conducive to the notion that

readers represent two goals that are common (not shared) between two characters

separately. The overall pattern of results found in Experiment 2 support a theory in

which truly shared goals of narrative characters are represented as conjunctiv e by a

reader. The next section will examine the ACT-R cognitive architecture, and whether the

present effects can be modelled using this theory.
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ACT-R Cogrritive Architecture

The Adaptive Control of Thought - Rational (ACT-R; Anderson & Lebiere,

i998) is a cognitive architecture that is aimed at understanding how people organize, and

act upon, knowledge in a variety of different domains. Research involving ACT-R has

been published most notably within the fields of perception and attention, learning and

memory, problem solving, and language processing (Budiu, 2005). Most relevant to the

present study is work conducted by Anderson and Reder (lggg),who used the ACT-R

theory to provide quantitative predictions for the fan effect using data from a wide range

of experimental paradigms. In this section I will first present a brief description of how

ACT-R accounts for the basic fan effect. Following the general description of ACT-R, I

will assess whether the present effects can be modelled with ACT-R.

The Basic Fan Effect

The analysis of the fan effect using ACT-R is reliant on the assumption that basic

networks of associations between concepts are formed, and that activation introduced

into the network spreads from presented terms to connected nodes representing leamed

facts. For example, using four sentences from the original fan effect (Anderson, lg74)

experiment, an extracted network representation may be similar to the one presented in

Figure 9:
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Lawyer O Park

I

I

J

Docror --> O- Bank

Figure 9: Network representations for the sentences: .,The
doctor is in the bank," "The fireman is in the park,",,The lawyer is in t
church," and "The lawyer is in the park". ovals represent enóoded
while the words represent conceots.

Based on ACT-R theory, the response time latencies associated with any specific fact is a

direct result of its level of activation. The basic formula used to determine this activation

is given below:

A¡ :B¡+\W¡S¡,

Using this formula, the level of activation for a particular fact (A¡),such as The

doctor is in the bank is equal to the base level of activation associated with that fact (B¡)

plus the summation over the concepts of the probe that provide the sources of activation

Qi tfi {¡), such as doctor, in, bank, where W¡ represents the amount of attention given to

a source in the probe, and ,$i is equal to the strength of association between source (7) and

(1)
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fact (i). In order to account for processing limits in retrieval , (W¡) is given the restriction

that it must sum to one (Anderson, Reder, & Lebiere, 1996). Further decomposing the

formula, the strength of associations between sources (ü,) can be represented by the

following formula:

Sr: S -lnU)

In formula (2),the strength of association (.!) is determined by a constant (,S) minus the

base e logarithm of the fan (fl associated with concept (/). Using the information

provided in Figure 9, for example, the fan associated with the concept doctor would be

equal to one. In comparison, the fan associated with the concept park would be two,

because both concepts, fireman and law)rer. are associated with it. This formula

demonstrates how the level of activation of a concept decreases as a logarithmic function

of the fan associated with that concept. One additional formula is necessary to translate

levels of activation into specific response times:

T: I + Fe-'l'

Response time (f is equal to an interc ept, (l), representing actions not related to retrieval

of the critical fact, plus the retrieval time (Fe-n'). From this equation, it can be seen how

as activation of a particular fact increases (A¡), the time to retrieve that fact decreases (Z).

The (fl parameter is used to account for differences in measuring response times. A

(2)

(3)
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more in-depth discussion of the formulas described can be found in Anderson and Reder

(1999) and Anderson, Bothell, Byrner, Douglass, Lebiere, and ein 2004 (2004).

Using these formulas, ACT-R has had considerable success in accurately

predicting response times in a wide assortment of fan effect experiments (such as,

Anderson, 1974; Anderson, & spellman, 1995; and Radvansky, spieler, &. zacks,l9g3).

Next, I will present an examination of some basic ACT-R predictions related to

Experiments 1 and 2, and the ability of ACT-R to model the present data will be

discussed.

The Present Data

Due to the nature of the stimuli used in this study, further simplifications of the

ACT-R formulas are possible. First, the amount of attention given to a source in the

probe (W¡) is thought to be equal for all sources; and because it must sum to 1 with three

sources of activation in all conditions, it can be set to .333. Second, the constant (S) of

formula (2) is set to equal l, for simplicity of calculations. An additional formula is

required to predict activation patterns in the same one-goal and same two-goal

experimental conditions of Experiment 1. Because the target goal is repeated in these

conditions, it can be expected that the base level of activation is increased. The formula

for determining (B¡) in a simple fan effect experiment can be seen in formula 4

(Anderson, et al., 2004):

B¡: d*ln(n) (4)
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The constarfi (d) is most often assigned a value of .50 (Anderson et al., 2004). The

parameter (n) is simply the number of times the concept has been presented. In

Experiment 1, a goal is never seen more than twice. The base level of activation for a

lepeated goal can therefore be set to .347. One last assumption is necessary to model the

data from Experiments 1 and 2. In the more traditional fan-effect experiments, the

probes are comprised of either studied or non-studied facts. In the present study, the

probe comprises a studied character and an action related to a studied or non-studied

goal. One must assume that there are no systematic differences between the stimuli of

the relation between the action and the goal; that is, that every action is related to the goal

to a similar degree. For example, it must be assumed that the action choosing the

coverage is as related to buying home insurance as the action renting a stage is to

producing a plav. This assumption is supported by both the randomizationprocedures

used in creating the materials and the results of the items random analysis of both

Experiments 1 and 2. Using these formulas, the resulting ACT-R predictions for the

level of activation in all conditions of Experiment 1 are given in Table 9:

Table 9
ACT-R Activation Prediction For Experiment I

Experimental Items False-Response Items
Distinct One Goal .67 .JJ

Distinct Two Goal .44 .10

Same One Goal .78 .JJ

Same Two Goal .55 .10
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The hypothesized activation networks for each condition can be found in Appendix I.1,

and a graph showing the response times of both the false-response and experimental

items with their predicted latencies (l - activation) can be seen in Figure 10:

Predicted Response Times
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- C - Fãlse Response D¡stinct
-.€F Fatse

Figure 10: Experiment I response times (in ms) and associated
ACT-R latency predictions (equal to 1 - activation level).

The predicted latencies that are derived form the activation levels are graphed so

that a direct comparison between response times and ACT-R predictions can be made. It

can be seen in Table 5 and Figure 10 that the ACT-R predictions are consistent with the

data of Experiment I . Specifically, main effects of number of goals in both the distinct

and same goal conditions with both the experimental and false response items are

predicted on the basis of the computed activation levels. Furthermore, the model also

predicts the observed main effect of goal type in the experimental item response times of

Experiment 1. Due to the repetition of the shared goal in the experimental same-goal
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condition, activation of that goal is increased. Finally, the ACT-R model predicts a

lower activation level, and so an overall larger response time to the false-response items,

a pattern also seen in the data. This differing level of activation is a result of the false-

response items receiving only one source of activation, the character.

Experiment 1 displays what can be conceived of as the typical fan effect,

something ACT-R is very good at predicting. Experiment 2 has a more complicated

pattern of results. The distinct conditions of Experiment2 do not vary from those used

in Experiment 1, and so the ACT-R predictions are identical to those made previously.

The predicted activation levels for all conditions in Experiment 2 can be seen in Table

10:

ACr-R Activation;::Ï,13"' for Experiment 2

Experimental ltems False-Response Items
Distinct One Goal .67 .-)-1

Distinct Two Goal .44 .10

Same One Goal .67 . -) -'t

Same Two Goal .44 .JJ
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Observed Response Times Predicted Response Times
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Figure l1: Experiment 2 response times (in ms) and associated
ACT-R latencv predictions (equal to 1 - activation level).

In Experiment2, two different patterns of data were observed in the experimental

items and the false-response items. The only difference between Experiments 1 and 2 is

the goal collaboration conveyed in the same-goal condition. In Experiment l, even when

two characters had a goal in common, there was no collaboration between them. In

Experiment 2, when two characters had a goal in common, it was conveyed that they had

the same conjunctive goal. In the experimental items of Experiment2,response times

were larger in the same two-goal condition than in the same one-goal condition. This

pattern is replicated by ACT-R, if it is assumed that only partial activation reaches the

target goal in the experimental same two-goal condition, as in Figure 12:
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Experiment 2 - Same Trvo-Goal
Bonnie and l\lârj wanted to buy homc insurance.
N4ary wanled to organize a baseball gamc.

wanted

.Home 

-+--ñ
tnsurance \-___/

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage (2:l fan)

Figure 12. Network representation of an experimental
same two-goal condition.

One reason for this lower activation may be that the probe character (e.g., Mary) is not

completely consistent with the target goal (e.g., Mary and Bonnie buying home

insurance), giving an opportunity for activation to spread to nearby nodes, such as the

second goal of that character. In the same one-goal condition, no other nodes are

connected to the probed character (e.g., Mary) and even with this mismatch between the

probe character and target goal, activation spreads to the appropriate fact (Figure 13).
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Experiment 2 - Same One-Goal
Ilary and Bonnic wantcd to buy home insurâncc.
Bonnie rvantcd to organize a baseball came.

Basebalt same + a-l i
//"'----/ -Bonnic--:-A,

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage (l:l lan)

Figure 13. Network representation of an experimental
same one-goal condition.

For the false-response items, response times were approximately equal in the

same one goal and same two goal conditions. It is speculated that the false-response

same one-goal condition behaves exactly like the experimental counterpaft. In the same

one-goal condition, no other nodes are connected to the probed character, and activation

is correctly spread (Figure i4).
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Experiment 2 - Same One-Coal L-alse Response
Linda lnd 

^l¡cc 
wanlcd to chop sonìc wood.

A lice rrantcd to build an igloo

Build igloo ------._6'-1*===

..'"':, 
--ìtu"

,/ ono '( 
, 

,,t
*'un"d' 

.- a Iìo'

\/

;::å 

-@Probe: And so Linda shulfled the deck ( I :0 fan)

Figure 14. Network representation of a false-response
same one-goal condition.

In the false-response same two-goal character condition, it is suggested that without a

mismatch between the probed character and one of the goals (the solitary goal of the two

goal character), all activation is found only in the solitary goal of the two goal character

(Figure i5).
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Experinent 2 - Samc 'fwo-Coal False Response
Alicc and Linda rranted to chop somc sood.
l,inda wantcd to build an igloo.

rluird igroo 

-r@\ 
L¡noa

,,/ ,"0-¡t--{

"unt"d/ "' 7"
\/

Chop rvood_--*l-l
\....-___/

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (l:0 lan)

Figure 15. Network representation of a false-response
same two-goal condition.

All of the postulated networks and their associated activation patterns for Experiment 2

are shown in Appendix I.2.

Even though there is much work left to be done regarding an ACT-R model of

goal scenarios like those presented above, I believe that this thesis provides a start. The

ACT-R activation patterns fit quite well with the data of the both Experirnents I and2.

In view of the similarity between Experiment I and other fan effect paradigms, it should

be possible to extract response time pledictions for later experiments. Unfortunately,

Experiments I and 2 were not initially intended for this purpose, and as such, much of

the data required for accurate modeling of response time patterns was not collected. The

ACT-R predictions involving Experiment2 arc a close fit to the response times, but no
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work has been done validating the posited network representations, so they must be

evaluated cautiously.
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General Discussion

In this study, I inspected a reader's memory representations of more complex goal

situations. Specifically, I examined how participants represented a scenario in which two

characters have a goal superficially in common (Experiment 1) and when two characters

are truly working to achieve a joint goal (Experiment 2). From the results of this study, a

number of conclusions can be made about how goal information is stored by readers

during comprehension.

First, participants are organizing the presented goals in a systematic and

predictable maru1er, and this goal structure can be tested using the fan effect. This

conclusion has implications for how the situation model should be conceived. At

present, some researchers view the situation model as more abstract, and less predictable

than other levels of text representation, such as the textbase. This view is somewhat

understandable, as a large parl of what constitutes the situation model is a reader's own

knowledge. The current research, in contrast, demonstrates that at least aspects of the

situation model, such as goal crganization, are both quantifiable and predictable. The

findings in the present study are comparable to those found in studies using other features

typically ascribed to the situation model such as distance (Glenberg, Meyer, & Lindem,

1987), or causal relations (Lutz &. Radvansky , 1997 ; Suh & Trabasso, I 993 ). Both

distance and causal relations are dimensions of the situation model that have been

consistently predicted. One major difference between this study and those preceding it is

the complexity of the goal relations examined. Previous work involving a reader's
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ability to monitor goal structures have focused on simplistic relations. The most

common form of these goal structures are short stories in which a protagonist is faced

with a main goal. In order to achieve this main goal, a number of subgoals must be

achieved, and if a subgoal fails, it is replaced by another. For example, a girl may want

to buy her mother a birthday present, but when her attempt fails she decides to make a

gift instead (Suh & Trabasso, 1993). The results of these basic goal structure

experiments are a good start at quantifiiing elements of the situation model, but in order

to be convincing one must be able to account for a wide range of scenarios readers may

encounter. Many ordinary narratives require the coordination of complex goal relations,

such as when two characters are working to achieve the same goal together.

Second, intuitions about how a common, but unshared, goal of two characters

would be represented by readers were confirmed. The evidence suggested that

participants maintained each of the protagonist's goals as separate, despite the superficial

conjunction between two of the goals (Experiment l). Experiment 2 is interpreted as

evidence that readers represent truly shared goals differently in memory than comrnon

but unshared goals. The results of the experimental items in Experiment 2 did not

display the predicted pattern of data. It was found that response times to a shared one-

goal character probe was less than response time to a shared two-goal character probe,

but it is speculated that the probe used was inappropriate. More specifically, the

mentioning of an action consistent with only one of the character's goals in Experiment 2

may have interfered with the participant's memory representation at the time of retrieval.

Using a different probe item (false-response probes), the results were as initially
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predicted: Response times to the two-goal character probes were considerably reduced in

the same-goal structure passage. The differing pattern found in the response time is

hypothesized to result from the conjunctive nature of the shared goal being represented in

the reader's memory representation. In essence, the shared goal is represented as a single

node in the reader's memory, and therefore the extracted goal network is substantially

different from that seen in Experiment 1.

Applying the ACT-R account to the data of Experiment I revealed a consistent

match between the predicted levels of activation of the various goals and the response

times observed. The ability for ACT-R to correctly predict the data pattern observed in

Experiment I is not surprising because it has been used in numerous previous studies for

similar purposes. The present study begins laying the foundation for more accurate and

descriptive modeling work. Further work should allow precise response time predictions

to be made using a similar paradigm and stimuli. The predicted activation patterns for

Experiment 2 were also consistent with the response time data. However, more work

will be needed to begin to truly explain the pattern of results seen in Experiment 2 using

a mathematical model.

A critical next step would be to test a participant's representation for a

superficially shared goal, and a truly shared goal in a single experiment. Due to the

methods employed in the current study, such as using the same probe across conditions,

and using a fully counterbalanced design, a method to do this is not readily apparent.

one alternative may be to use more false response passages, and remove the goal

structure variable. With the results of both Experiments 1 and 2 confirming the presence
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of a number of goals fan effect in response times in the distinct goal condition, it may not

be necessary to include it in future experiments. Instead, goal statements would be

manipulated to vary by shared nature (superf,rcial versus true), and number of goals (one

versus two).

When taken as a whole, this research provides a backing for fuither experiments

assessing a reader's representation of goal structures. One line of such experiments

could target some of the many other goal relations a reader may encounter (such as

competitive goals), or examine goal relations using more naturalistic passages derived

from real world texts. Work by researchers such as Radvansky (1998) provides a

compelling argument for using simplistic text structures like those used in the present

study as a starting point. In order to fully demonstrate the representations readers extract

from texts, passages that are more naturalistic must be used. Alternatively, the relation

between the ability to accurately represent varying goal structures and general

comprehension of narratives may be an interesting line of research. Because goal

comprehension plays such an important role in understanding narratives (Wenner,2004),

it may be that individuals who are unable to accurately represent complex goal structures

found in texts have difficulty in fully understanding various relations among protagonists

an author is trying to convey.
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Appendix 4.1
Sample experimental item in all conditions for Experiment l.

Distiqct 1 Goal Character

Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.
Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Distinct 2 Goal Character

Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.
Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Same I Goal Character

Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Same 2 Goal Character

Bonnie wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.
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Appendix 4.2
Sample false item in all conditions for Experiment l.

Distinct 1 Goal Character

Linda wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to build an igloo.
Alice wanted to go horseback riding.

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.

Distinct 2 Goal Character

Alice wanted to chop some wood.
Linda wanted to build an igloo.
Linda wanted to go horseback riding

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.

Same 1 Goal Character

Linda wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to build an igloo.

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.

Same 2 Goal Character

Linda wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to build an igloo.

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.
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Appendix 8.1.
Instructions for Experiment 1.

DURING THIS EXPEzuMENT, PLEASE DO NOT MOVE THE MONITOR OR
ADJUST ANY OF ITS SETTINGS. THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.

Instructions - SARNIA -

You have as much time as you need to read these instructions. Feel free to read
them more than once.

In this experiment, your task will be to read sets of three sentences on the
computer monitor. After each sequence, you will have to answer a question.

The keyboard will sit on the table in front of you. Throughout the experiment,
keep your index fingers on the buttons labelled YES and NO, and one thumb on the
space bar, labelled "READY". The experimenter will illustrate this. Please note carefully
which button is YES and which is NO.

Here is the exact procedure. When the word READY appears in the centre of the
screen, press the space bar with your thumb. The first of three sentences will appear on
the screen. All of the sentences will describe the goal of a character, such as "The
announcer wanted to go to graduate school." Some characters will be described as having
two goals. Read the sentence so that you understand what it says, and then press the
space bar to proceed to the next sentence.

After the third sentence of a set, the message TEST ITEM will appear on the
screen for three seconds. An X will then appear. Look directly at the X. A test item will
appear that will refer to an action that one of the characters performs. Answer Yes if the
action is consistent with any goal of that character. Answer No if the action is
inconsistent with the goals of the character. Register your answer by pressing the Yes and
No buttons with your index fingers.

For illustration, here is a sample set, followed by some test items, their answers,
and explanations for the answers.

In this set, the two characters have one goal in common. However, always
interpret the two characters to be working independently -- there is no connection
between them.

The Jackie wanted to take a photograph.
The Alyssa wanted to change the flat tire.
The Alyssa wanted to take a photograph.
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Test Item: And so the Alyssa filled the box. Answer - NO. Filling the box is
unrelated to both of the Alyssa's goals of changing the flat tire and taking a photograph.

Test ltem: And so the Alyssa took off the lens cap. Answer - YES. Taking off the
lens cap is consistent with the Alyssa's goal
of taking a photograph.

Test ltem: And so the Jackie loaded film in the camera. Answer - YES. Loading
hlm in the camera is consistent with the Jackie's goal of taking a photograph.

It is very important to (1) read each of the three goal sentences of each set so that
you understand what it says, and (2) then answer each test item as quickly as you can
without getting the wrong answer. The test item will remain on the screen for 10 seconds,
and you will be counted \ilrong if you do not respond by then. However, you should
respond as quickly as possible. You won't be told if you are right or wrong.

After the three sentences and its question, there will be a brief pause, and the
READY signal will appear again. In summary, your task is to press the space bar to read
and understand each sentence. After each set of three sentences, respond YES or NO to
the test item according to whether it describes an action consistent with one of that
character's goals. Respond as quickly as you can without getting the wrong answer.

During the experiment, there will be a rest period, followed by a 10 second
warning to get ready again.

You may reread these instructions if you wish. There will be an opportunity to
ask the experimenter ally questions you may have before the experiment begins.
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Appendix 8.2.
Debriefing form from Experiment I

Debriefing Sheet

Thank you very much for participating in the experiment. Since many of your
classmates will also take part, please be sure not to discuss it with them until
completion of the study in June.

Consider the brief sentence, the haystack was important because the cloth ripped.
While this sentence is completely grammafical, it strikes us as virtually nonsensical.
Suppose you are next asked to think about a parachutist floating over a field. The
original sentence suddenly takes on a new dimension of meaning.

One thing that has been leamed by psychologists studying language is that
language only has meaning in the frame of reference of our knowledge about the world.
From this perspective, we can view the reader or listener as striving to continually
compare each new sentence with familiar concepts and knowledge.

The experiment you just participated in is one of a series which aims to study the
way we understand ordinary language. In particular, these experiments have addressed
the problem of whether we know more, after reading a sentence, than was directly stated.
Take, for example, the sentences the tooth was drilled and the floor was swept. After
reading the former, most of us would agree that t was (probably_ a dentist who
perforrned the action. For the latter, we would similarly argue that the sweeping was
accomplished with a broom. It was hypothesized that when a sentence strongly implies a
related concept in this way, that the reader of a sentence "infers" the concept during
reading. To test this hypothesis, people were asked to read brief sentences like (1) and
(2):

1 The dentist drilled the tooth painlessly.
2. The tooth was drilled painlessly.

Immediately after seeing (1) or (2),the reader had to say whether a test sentence like 3. 4
dentist drilled the tooth was true or false in context of the previous sentence. If the
reader infers the participation of a dentist while reading (2), it should take no longer to
judge the test sentence as "true" after (2) than (1). If, however, this inference is not
drawn, the truth judgment would take longer after (2) than (1).

Surprisingly, it was found that people do need more time to judge (3) true when it
follows (2) than (1). This outcome supported the position that people do not necessarily
draw inferences about even strongly implied concepts. It was speculated that one reason
for this is that, since even the simplest sentence has many implications, it is not possible
for the reader to draw every corresponding reference.
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The next step, therefore, was to try to identi$' factors that guide the inferences
that people draw during reading. An important factor can best be explained in terms of
an example. Consider the sequence, The patient was examined at the clinic. The doctor
was worried. If the reader of this sequence did not infer that the doctor examined the
patient, the sequence would appear as disjointed as The car turned the corner. The ice
cream was melted. The inference that the doctor examined the patient is necessary for
the sequence to appear coherent. In previous experiments, we contrasted directly stated
ideas, necessary inferences, and likely but unnecessary inferences. It was found that
judgments about necessary inferences were generally the same as directly stated ideas
(e.g., The patient was examined by the doctor at the clinic.) This supported the notion
that necessary inferences are drawn during reading.

Finally, the experiment you participated in described two characters who were
trying to achieve certain goals. You were shown sentences such as:

4. Jackie wanted to make a milk shake.
5. Alyssa wanted to sing karaoke.
6. Alyssa wanted new eyeglasses.

Later, you read an action (target item) these characters performed such as:

And so Jackie got out the ice cream.
And so Alyssa went on stage.

Previous experiments have demonstrated that response time to target items
associated with characters who have multiple goals (the preacher) are generally slower
than when the test item is associated with a character who has only one goal. (the
photographer).

This experiment was aimed at determining what happens when multiple
characters have the same goal. It is hypothesized that even when characters superficially
share the same goal, response time to target items will be slower with the two goal
character when compared to the one goal character.

Consider the example:

9. Jackie wanted to cut the grass.
10. Jackie wanted to learn to play the drums.
i 1. Alyssa wanted to leam to play the drums.

Lafer, target items were presented such as:

7.

8.

12. And so Jackie took out the lawnmower.
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13. And so Jackie bought some cymbals.
14. And so the Alyssa practiced everyday.

In this example, it can be assumed that the two characters are not collaborating on
their goal of leaming to play the drums. For this reason, it is hypothesized that readers
will treat the two goals as separate, even though the characters share the same goal. This
hypothesis is based on previous evidence that complex goal structures are monitored by
readers during normal comprehension.

In summary, the main aim of the experiment was to determine the extent to which
people represent and monitor the goals of story characters.

Other students from your class may take part in this experiment, so please
do not discuss it with others.

Thank you very much for your participation and cooperation.
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Appendix C.l.
Sample experimental item in all conditions in Experiment 2.

Distinct 1 Goal Character

Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.
Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Distinct 2 Goal Character

Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.
Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Same 1 Goal Character

Mary and Bonnie wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.

Same 2 Goal Character

Bonnie and Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary wanted to organize a baseball game.

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage.
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Appendix C.2
Sample false item in all conditions for Experiment 2.

Distinct 1 Goal Character

Linda wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to build an igloo.
Alice wanted to go horseback riding.

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.

Distinct 2 Goal Character

Alice wanted to chop some wood.
Linda wanted to build an igloo.
Linda wantecl to go horseback riding

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.

Same i Goal Character

Linda and Alice wanted to chop some wood.
Alice wanted to build an igloo.

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck.

Same 2 Goal Character

Alice and Linda wanted to chop some wood.
Linda wanted to build an igloo.

Probe: And so Linda shuffÌed the deck.
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Appendix D.l.
Instructions from Experiment 2

DURING THIS EXPERIMENT, PLEASE DO NOT MOVE THE MONITOR OR
ADJUST ANY OF ITS SETTINGS. THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.

Instructions - SARNIA -

You have as much time as you need to read these instructions. Feel free to read
them more than once.

In this experiment, your task will be to read sets of two to three sentences on the
computer monitor. After each sequence, you will have to answer a question.

The keyboard will sit on the table in front of you. Throughout the experiment,
keep your index fingers on the buttons labelled YES and NO, and one thumb on the
space bar, labelled READY. The experimenter will illustrate this. Please note carefully
which button is YES and which is NO.

Here is the exact procedure. When the word READY appears in the centre of the
screen, press the bar with your thumb. The first sentence will appear on the screen. All
of the sentences will describe the goal of a character, such as "Tamara wanted to go to
graduate school." Some characters will be described as having two goals. Read the
sentence carefully, and press the space bar when you are ready to proceed to the next
sentence.

After the second or third sentence of a set, the message TEST ITEM will appear
on the screen for three seconds. An X will then appear on the screen. Look directly at
the X. A test item will appear that will refer to an action one of the characters performs.
Answer YES if the action is consistent with any of the goals of that character. Answer
NO if the action is inconsistent with the goals of the character. Register your answer by
pressing the YES and NO buttons with your index fingers.

For illustration, here is a sample set, followed by some test items, their answers,
and explanations for the answers.

Jackie and Alyssa wanted to take a photograph.
Alyssa wanted to change the flat tire.

Test ltem: And so Alyssa filled the box. Answer - No. Filling the box is
unrelated to both of Alyssa's goals of changing the flat tire and taking ã photograph.

Test ltem: And so Alyssa took off the lens cap. Answer - YES. Taking off the
lens cap is consistent with Alyssa's goal of taking a photograph.
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Test ltem: And so Jackie loaded film in the camera. Answer - YES. Loading
film in the camera is consistent with Jackie's goal of taking a photograph.

It is very important to (1) read the sentences until you feel that you have learned
them, and (2) then answer the test item as quickly as you can without getting the wrong
allswer. The test items will remain on the screen for 10 seconds, and you will be counted
wrong if you do not respond by then. However, you should respond as quickly as
possible. You will not be told if you are right or wrong.

After the two to three sentences plus their question, there will be a brief pause,
and the READY signal will appear again. In summary, your task is to press the space bar
to read each sentence. After every two to three sentences, answer the test item by
pressing the YES or NO button. Respond as quickly as you can without getting the
wrong answer.

During the experiment, there will be a rest period, followed by a 10 second
waming to get ready again.

You may reread these instructions if you wish. There will be an opportunity to
ask the experimenter any questions you may have before the experiment begins.
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Appendix D.2.
Debriefing form for Experiment 2.

Debriefing Sheet

Thank you very much for participating in the experiment. since many of your
classmates will also take part, please be sure not to discuss it with them until completion ofthe study in June.

Consider the brief sentence, d. Whilethis sentence is cornpletely grammati"ul, it.trik"ììi^ìi.tuully nonsensical. suppo." y==;r';;;
next asked to think about a parachutist floating over a field. The original sentence suddenly
takes on a new dimension of meaning.

one thing that has been learned by psychologists studying language is that language
only has meaning in the frame of reference ofou, knãwledge ábout the world. From this
perspective, we can view the reader or listener as striving tð continually compare each new
sentence with familiar concepts and knowledge.

The experiment you just participated in is one of a series which aims to study the waywe understand ordinary language. In parlicular, these experiments have addressed tlie problem
of whether we know more, after reading a sentence, than was directly stated. Take, for example,
the sentences the tooth was drilled and ihe floor was swept. After reading the fonner, most of uswould agree that t was (probably- a dentist *ho p"ìfor*Ëã the action. Fãr the latter, we wouldsimilarly argue that the sweeping was accomplished with a broom. It was hypot¡esized that
when a selltence strongly implies a related concept in this way, that the reader of a sente'ce
"infers" the concept during reading. To test this'hypothesis, páopt" were asked to read brief
sentences Iike (l) and (2):

l. The dentist drilled the tooth painlessly.
2. The tooth was drilled painlessly.

Imrnediately after seeing (l ) or (2), the reader had to say whether a test senterce like 3. a dentistdrilled the tooth was true or false in context of the previolrs sentence. If the reader infers theparticipation of a dentist wtile readir.€(2), it should take no longer to.judge the test sentence as"true" after (2) than (1). If, however, this inference is not drawn', the tiutlijudgment would takelonger after (2) than ( I ).

- Surprisingly, 
:t Yut found that people do need more time to judge (3) true when itfollows (2) than ( 1)' This outcome supported the position that people do not necessarily draw

inferences about even strongly implied concepts. It was speculàted that one reason for this isthat, since even the simplest senience has many implications, it is not possible for the reader todraw every corresponding reference.

The next step, therefore, was to try to identifu factors that guide the inferences that
people draw during reading. An irnportant factor can best be explained in tenns of an example.
Consider the sequence, .ïi;;
reader of this sequence did not infer that the doctor 

"*urnin"d 
th" puti"ntJh"ì"qug'* would
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appear as disjointed as The car the . The inference that

ll.: l?:t"t 
examined the parient is. necessary for th" r.qu.r"" to uppear coherent. In previous

expertments, we contrasted directly stated ideas, necessary inferences, and likely but
unnecessary
inferences' It was found that judgments about necessary inferences were generally the same as

directly stated ideas (".g., Th" pu,i"n, *u, 
"*u,l,in"d 

b"ih" do"ro. u, rh" 
"lini".) 

This
supported the rrotion that necessary inferencer u." d.u*n du.ing ,.uding '

Finally, the experiment you pafticipated in described two characters who were trying to
achieve certain goals. you were shown sentences such as:

4. Jackie and Alyssa wanted to make a milk shake.
5. Alyssa wanted new eyeglasses.

Laler, you read an action (target itern) a character performed such as:

6. And so Jackie got out the ice cream.
7 . And so Alyssa went on stage.

Previous experiments have demonstrated that response time to target items associated
with characters who have multiple goals (Alyssa) are genlrally slower than when the test item is
associated with a character who has only one goal. (Jackie).

This experiment was aimed at determining what happens when multiple characters have
the same goal and are working collaboratively to achieve it. 

'lt 
is hypothesizeã that when

characters truly share the same goal, response times to target items will be equal with the one
goal character.

Consider the example:

8. Jackie and Alyssa wanted to cut the grass.
9. Alyssa wanted to learn to play the drums.

Later,target items were presented such as:

10. And so Jackie took out the lawnmower.
I l. And so Alyssa practiced everyday.

In this example, it can be assumed that the two characters are collaborating on their goal
of cutting the grass. For this reason, it is hypothesized that readers will treat the sñared goal asone' This hypothesis is based on previous evidence that complex goal structures are monitored
by readers during normal comprehension.

In summary, the main airn of the experiment was to determine the extent to which
people represent and monitor the goals of story characters.

Other students from your class may take part in this experiment, so please do not
discuss it with others.

The



Thank you very much for your participation and cooperation.
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Appendix E.l
Response Time ANOVA for Experiment I - Experimental Items

Participants Random

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 2014323.6t1 20t4323.611 4.519 .03 8

Error (Structure) 2674s826.645 60 445763.117

Nu¡nber of Goals 2147s00.262 2147500.262 6.230 .01 5

Error (Goals) 20680661.601 60 344671.693

Structure x Goals 141.905 t47.905 .000 .984

Error (Structure
x Goals)

205907 55.2s6 60 343119.2s4

Items Random - Experimental Items

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 82s346.260 I 825346.260 9.415 .006

Eror (Structure) I 665535.893 l9 81659.184

Number of Goals t237190.ts8 I t237190.158 t3.824 .001

Error (Goals) 1700423.48s l9 89495.913

Structure x Goals 38016.741 I 38016.741 .655 428

Error (Structure
x Goals)

t104411.173 l9 58126.904
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Appendix E.2
Accuracy ANOVA for Experiment 1 - Experimental Items

Participants Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F SignifTcance

Structure 4464.289 4464.289 27.577 < .000

Error (Structure) 97 t2.992 60 l6 t .883

Number of Goals t77.547 177.547 1.095 .300

Error (Goals) 9721.698 60 162.128

Structure x Goals 36.653 I 36.6s3 .249 .619
Error (Structure

x Goals)
8820. r 3s 60 t47.002

ltems Random

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 1604.438 I t604.438 66.193 .000

Error (Structure) 460.53',1 l9 24.239

Number of Goals 63.809 I 63.809 r.090 .3 l0

Enor (Goals) I112.595 19 58.558

Structure x Goals 13.173 I 13.173 .322 .577

Error (Structure
x Goals)

117.985 l9 40.941

Error (Structure
x Goals)

513.624 19 27.033
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Appendix F.1.
Response Time ANovA for Experiment I - False Response probes.

Participants Random

Items Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 158s2.456 15852.4s6 .029 .866
Error (Structure) 33093077.s39 60 551551.292

Number of Goals 3129080.209 I 3129080.209 4.298 .042
Error (Goals) 43680053.035 60 728000.884

Structure x Goals 6000.030 I 6000.030 .0r0 .921
Error (Structure

x Goals)
36089224.462 60 601487.074

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 64941.514 I 64941.514 .492 .497
Error (Structure) 1s85390.425 l2 13211s.869
Number of Goals tn9789.108 I I179789.708 6.60s .025

Error (Goals) 2143294.256 t2 I 78607.855
Structure x Goals 41452.451 I 41452.4st .971 .344
Error (Structure

x Goals)
st2212.903 l2 42684.409
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Appendix F.2.
Accuracy ANovA for Experiment I - False Response probes.

Participants Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 1921.533 192t.s33 6.453 .014
Eror (Structure) I 7865.1 03 60 297.752

Number of Goals 363.694 I 363.694 1.252 .268
Enor (Goals) 17427.209 60 290.4s3

Structure x Goals 133.579 I 133.579 .491 .486
En'or (Shucture

x Goals)
t6319.672 60 271.99s

ltems Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 271.99s 271.99s 4.132 .065
En'or (Structure) 1404.059 12 r 17.005

Number of Goals 91.497 I 91.497 .836 .378
Enor (Goals) 1312.610 t2 109.3 84

Structure x Goals 33.60s I 33.60s 190 .671
Error (Structure

x Goals)
2121.318 12 176.776
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Appendix G.1
Response Time ANOVA for Experiment 2 - Experimental Items

Participants Random

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 36 r 81 .433 I 36181 .433 t20 .730

Error (Structure) 202n963.626 67 301760.651

Number of Goals 2231552.884 I 22375s2.884 9.331 .003

Error (Goals) r 6056960.3 I 0 67 239656.124

Structure x Goals 80942.874 I 80942.814 .295 .589

Error (Structure
x Goals)

t8402617.942 67 27466s.939

Items Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F' Significance

Structure 53681.219 53681.219 .732 .403

Error (Structure) 1393844.269 t9 73360.22s

Number of Goals 1 66159 .t t3 766159.113 12.738 .002

Error (Goals) 1142829.668 l9 60148.930

Structure x Goals 856.649 856.649 .008 .93 r

Error (Structure
x Goals)

20897 50.741 t9 I 09986.88 I
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Appendix G.2
Accuracy ANOVA for Experiment2 - Experimental Items

Participants Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 3215.7 62 3215.762 t5.723 <.000

Error (Structure) t3702.850 6',7 204.520

Number of Goals t40.6s9 I t40.6s9 1.142 .289

Error (Goals) 8252.233 67 t23.t68

Structure x Goals l2t.38s I r27.385 .923 .340

Error (Structure
x Goals)

9245.334 67 137.990

Items Random

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure r035.890 I r 03s.890 15.0t7 .00 r

Error (Structure) t310.646 t9 68.98 r

Number of Goals 45.3 l0 I 45 310 .970 .J3 t

Error (Goals) 881.928 t9 46.733

Structure x Goals 41.034 I 41.034 r.5t8 -¿-) t
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Appendix H.1.
Response Time ANOVA for Experiment 2 - False-Response ltems.

Participants Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure I 258655.093 I r 2s8655.093 2.165 146

Error (Structure) 38366844.614 66 581315.827

Number of Goals 268298.669 I 268298.669 .593 .444

Eror (Goals) 29878963.961 66 4527 I I .515

Structure x Goals 1065922.041 I 1065922.041 3.066 .085

Error (Structure
x Goals)

22943896.641 66 341634.798

Items Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 517132.69s 517132.69s 6.044 .030

Error (Structure) 1145717.n4 t2 95481.431

Number of Goals 287919.806 287919.806 1.187 .297

Error (Goals) 2910709.970 t2 242559.164

Structure x Goals 368618.980 3686 r 8.980 3.127 .098

Error (Structure
x Goals)

1414545.859 t2 117878.822
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Appendix H.2.
Accuracy ANOVA for Experiment2 - False-Response Items

Participants Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 1939.945 I t939.945 7.004 .0r0
Error (Structure) 18556.985 61 276.970

Number of Goals 99.578 I 99.578 .501 .479
Error (Goals) t3146.446 67 196.216

Structure x Goals 338.904 I 338.904 t.147 .288

Error (Structure
x Goals)

19792.688 67 295.413

Items Random

Source Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Significance

Structure 437.439 437.439 8.08 t .015
Error (Structure) 649.603 t2 54.134

Number of Goals 22.454 22.454 .339 .571
Error (Goals) 794.393 t2 66.199

Structure x Goals 16.420 16.420 t.s2s .241

En'or (Structure
x Goals)

601.491 t2 50.124
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Appendix I.1
ACT-R Network Representations and levels of activation for Experiment I

Experiment I - Distinct One-Goal

Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie rvanted to organize a baseball garne.
Bonnie wanted to get a flu shot.

F lu shot _=___+

anted

Home
tnsu rance

And so Mary chose the coverage (l:1 fan)

Experiment I - Distinct Two-Goal
gct a flu shot.
buy homc insurancc.
rganize a baseball ganre.

1
Home

insurance

Probe:

Bt-lllnie rvanled to
Mary ryanted to
Mary rvanted to o

Baseball game --+

ï
Flu shot

-,1"

I

Mary

Bonnie

Probe: And so Mary chose the covera ge (2:l fan)
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Experiment I - Same One-Goal
Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie rvanted to buy home insurance.
Bonnie rvanted to organize a baseball game.

*Bi=.341
Home

insu rance

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage (1:2 fan)

Experiment I - Same Two_Goal
Bonnie rvanted to buy horne insurance.
Mâry wânted to buy home insurance,
Mary rvanted to organize a baseball garne.

Bonnie
Baseball gâffi0-

O

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverag e (2:2 fan)
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Experiment I - Distinct One-Goal

Linda rvantcd to chop som c wood.
AIice rvanted to build an igloo.
A lice wanted to go horseback riding.

A lice

I

+,,-..-----\
()

1

I

Chop wood

False Response

.____*,'o

./l
R lli..

B uild iglo

anrcd(

Chop
H o rseback riding ---------*

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (1:0 fan)

Experiment 1 - Distinct Two-Goal False Response

Alice wanted to chop some wood.
Linda wantcd to build an igloo.
Linda wânfed to go horscback riding.

Build igloo

1

I

wood

Linda

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (2:0 fan)
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Experirnent
Linda wantcrl to chop some wood
Alicc wanted to chop some rvood.
Alice ivanted to build an igloo.

Probe: And so Linda

Experiment 1 -

Alrce rvanled to chop some rvood.
Linda wanted to chop some rvood.
Linda rvanted to build an igloo.

I - Same One-Goal False Response

Build igloo --_---* (-)

--^*roaT\1
Chop wood 

--"4--\
shuffled the deck (1:0 fan)

Same Two-Goal False Response

Build

wanted

Linda

igloo --_-*Alice

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (2:0 fan)
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Appendix I.2
ACT-R Network Representations and levels of activation for Experiment 2

Experim entZ - Distinct One-Goal

Mary wanted to buy homc insurance.
Bonnie wanted to organize a baseball game.

Bonnie rvanted to ge t a flu shot.

Baseball gam e "-*(

anted.

Flu shot _=_______>

'-)

,rlr,.

I

d so Mary chose the coverage (1:1 fan)

Experiment2 - Distinct Two-Goal

a flu shot.

home insurance.
izc a baseball gam e.

I
I
I

Home
insurance

Probe: An

Bonnie wantcd lo get

Mary rvanted to buy
Mary wanted to organ

Basebansame*

-wanre^1 *"1."

1

Flu shot

.ï'

Home 

-*'.-.*ò

insurance \/

M ary

Bonnie

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage (2:l fan)
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Experiment 2 - Same One-Goal
Mary and Bonnic rvantcd to buy home insurancc.
Bonnre lvanted to organize a baseball garne.

Home 

-*ã

insurance \j/

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage (l:1 fan)

Experiment 2 - Same Two-Goal
Bonnie and Mary wanted to buy home insurance.
Mary rvanted to organize a baseball garne.

Baseball game---------------- (--)

./=,
wanted/

Home õinsurance \_/

Baseball r^"Ð 
Bonnie

wanrcd< ^oÕ,,

\/

Probe: And so Mary chose the coverage (2:1 fan)
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Experiment 2 - Distinct

Linda wantcd to chop som e wood.
Alicc wanted to build an igloo.
AIice rvantcd to go horseback riding.

Chop

One-Goal False Response

anted(

H orseback riding ------------>

ï
w0od

Build,r,oo -_rO

./T
-*unt.a( Alli..\1
Horseback riding 

-t'O
Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (l:0 fan)

Experiment 2 - Distinct Two-Goal False Response

Alice rvanted to chop somù wood.
Linda wantcd to build an igloo.
Linda wantcd to go horscback riding.

ï
Chop wood

Build igloo

Linda

Alice

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (2:0 fan)
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Experiment 2 - Same One-Goal False Response
Linda and Alice wânted to chop some wood.
Alice rvanted to build an igloo.

Linda

Chop
wood

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (1:0 fan)

Experiment 2 - Salne Two-Goal False Response
Alice and Linda rvanted to chop some rvood.
Linda wanted to build an igloo.

Buird rrrr"p+ 
Linda

t/ '"0{--j
,/ 

t--=--/ 
R

wanted' / Alìce

\/

\/
C hop r.vood---=_----+ 

O

Probe: And so Linda shuffled the deck (l:0 fan)


